2008 honda civic wipers

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 3 - 9. Fastest delivery: Feb 25 - March 2. In
Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from. DiY Parts. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan
starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after
manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all
included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by
SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished
products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical
breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a
gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit
"Your Orders" on Amazon. Visit the Goodyear Store. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More to consider from our
brands. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Compare with similar
items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also bought. Duracell 3V Lithium Coin Battery - long lasting battery - 1 count. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Easy
to install, work as intended. Great price, delivered to your door! One person found this helpful. I
have a Honda Civic, and the wipers were completely different from the original wipers you're
supposed to put on, only because it had a different type of hook to connect to the car. One of
wiper blades broke after two months. Would not recommend. See all reviews. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Fractal Group, Inc. Natural Rubber. Japanese Fukoku Rubber. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Honda Civic based on all problems reported for the Civic. Sun visor
was rcalled and fixed but it is still doing the same thng it was recalled for. While moving it to
position to block sun westerly direction afternoon!. The sun visor on the driver's side of my
Honda Civic broke several months ago. I contacted the dealer and told this was a warranty item
and the warranty had expired. I had the same problem with the passenger side about a year
after I purchased the care in and was told it was a recall item, and had it replaced for free. I have
chosen not to have it done, since I don't intend to keep the car much longer. It creates a safety
issue because the visor will not stay up against the roof and interferes with line of sight at stop
signs, etc. If I move it to the side window then the sun hits me directly in the eyes, creating
issues also. Thank you. The contact owns a Honda Civic. While driving 60 mph, the visor on the
driver's side became detached. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and no repairs were
made. The failure mileage was 72, There was a class-action suit regarding the Honda Civic 's
sun visors. I received notice of this some time ago. As I had been parking in a garage for most
of the time, my visors were fine. Since I switched jobs, and now park outdoors during the days,
my right, passenger side visor has broken as the suit described. This happened, however, after
the deadline for the settlement of the suit. I am now missing my passenger side visor and I
expect the driver side to fail at any moment. It can fall while I'm driving, which is disconcerting.
Driver's side sun-visor split at the rear edge while driving. This limited the motion of the visor
causing it to be flipped down while driving obscuring the view of the road for the driver. This
caused driver distraction. On several occasions, while driving, the driver and passenger side
sun visors failed to stay up and would consistently drop, which blocked the contact's view. The
vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the sun visors were cracked and
needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the

failure. The failure mileage was 78, Left front visor cracked along spine and no longer stays in
the upright position. Very unsafe, would like to know where I can go to get fixed. I have a Honda
Civic lx and was driving down the highway when the visor suddenly fell in my point of view.
Thankfully I was at a good cruising speed with no one around me. I read about the the civil suit
and the supposed k mile extended warranty but when I took into the Honda dealership they
denied paying for my visor saying the vehicle was to old. I only have 92k on the car and I think
this should of been a recalled safety violation because if someone would of happened to be in
front of me slowing down I would have lost most of my time to be able to brake. The contact
stated that the coating on the front windshield created a glare on the window during night when
the headlights of other vehicles reflected off the windshield. The contact stated the failure made
it difficult to see and drive the vehicle. The contact had not taken the vehicle to the dealer. The
contact took the vehicle to a body shop that specified in the windows on the vehicle and they
informed the contact that the windshield had to be replaced. The windshield was not replaced.
The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 72, I
was blinded by the sun and nearly had an accident due to being unable to adjust my sun visor.
This is not the first time I have had this problem with the visor. The original visor was replaced
by Honda after it split apart at one of the hinges and didn't work properly. I believe that Honda
replaced the original visor with an identical visor, rather than having the visor redesigned to
correct the flaw, because the replacement visor eventually split apart in the very same way that
the original visor split apart. I have now had to get the replacement visor replaced and I am on
my third visor. This is not acceptable as a functional sun visor is a basic piece of equipment
that is essential to safety. I expect better of Honda. The visor dropped down, affecting the
visibility. It does not stay back up, Honda refuses to replace it as a defect. After the recall for the
sun visor melting, I got both the driver side and passenger visor replaced last year. Its been one
year and they melted again. Honda repaired them but I do not want to have to go in every year
for a replacement. They need to fix the underlying issue. The warranty was extended but only
for , miles or 7 years. If they continue to use the same visor, then after 7 years or k miles, it will
still be a hazard. My friend in arlington also has the same make and model and she is having the
same issue with the already recalled and replaced visors. Sun visor on the driver side was
broken for no known reason. Honda should do a recall for this problem. The broken sun visor
blocks driver's view, and can cause safety problems. Right and left sunvisors both split at
seems and falling down. Melted from extreme heat and the right visor has now completely come
off of metal bar. Calling Honda dealer in the morning to report and ask that both be replaced at
no charge. This does fall under the class action lawsuit against Honda for sunvisor defect. I had
bought my car new in March This summer, about last week, suddenly both the sun visors got
cracked about 2 days apart. I was heading out for lunch, and I flipped up the sun visors to
remove the sun reflecting sheet from the windscreen. And the sun visors simply cracked. Now
the sun visors are not staying up and it partially blocks my view all the time. Keeping the sun
visors turned to the side also is not very practical. Read more I noticed that 2 days ago it was
raining inside my car I bought the car brand new off of the lot in Called the dealer they are
telling me that my warranty has expired therefore I will need to replace the windshield and other
components roof, airbags,etc. This seems extremely dangerous now I am unsure that if I get in
an accident because of the water what if my airbag won't work upon impact? The sun visors in
this car are a severe problem as they break easily through normal average use and will not
remain upright. They fall down and hang in the driver field of vision creating hazardous driving
conditions posing injury to driver and anyone else nearby. I have already replaced once and
both are broken again. This is a design flaw just like the alloy mixture in the lower engine block
that causes cracking in the coolant passages in the block look it up. Honda is supposed to be a
quality product and it is obvious that the quality is eroding and Honda's lack of taking
responsibility and admitting error and taking actions to correct further reflects poor commerce
and care for their customers. Please investigate this in depth because this issue has saturated
the web with complaints and no one seems to be doing anything about it. Lets be proactive and
recall the visors and issue updated replacements to show your customers you care and ensure
these customers will be alive to purchase another Honda product in the future. Do the right
thing and fix this hazardous life treating issue now. The drivers side visor stuck and crack
opened the plastic assembly by which it holds itself to the visors metal rod in the ceiling. After
removal the thing that makes the visor swivel front and back is in fact the thing stuck metal clip
and seems it may not be secured to the visor which at some point will brake the visor open as it
happened , the passengers side visor is starting to get tight. I had pulled off the freeway exit
and proceeded to follow the cars ahead of me as the traffic signal light had turned green and did
not necessitate me stopping, only slowing down to continue my left hand turn onto the surface
street. Suddenly without warning the sun visor flipped down without being touched and hit me

in the forehead. The hard plastic edge hit me relatively quickly and knocked my prescription
glasses off. There was a moment when I had my vision obscured and did not see the vehicle in
front of me come to a rather sudden stop. I narrowly escaped hitting the back bumper of the
vehicle ahead of me. Fortunately I was traveling at a relatively low rate of speed, maybe 20 mph
which probably would have caused minor damage, if any. However, people can be injured by
whiplash even in low speed rear-end collisions. I have secured the visor with a bungee cord for
the moment because the dealership wants to charge customers for this defective part plus labor
and it is not cheap. I am afraid that the bungee cord might snap and cause a different sort of
injury; however, there really is no way it will stay up against the interior cabin roof without it. I
would like to add that I recall my Honda Civic had the exact same problem which occurred on
both the driver's side and passenger's side at different times. Also, at certain times of the day
the sun is so blinding in California where I live that it is extremely hazardous to not be able to
see the road and highway signs and lights without the assistance of a visor to block the glaring,
bright light of the sun. In my estimation it is only a matter of time before this obvious defect
causes a major fatality accident. Both visors failed completely within 24 hours of each other.
While I was driving the driver side visor fell without my touching it and I could not get it to stay
up. It blocked my visibility so I had to hold it up so I could see clearly to drive. Upon inspection I
saw that the visor had split at the hinge, basically looks as if it had exploded from the inside.
When I got into my car this morning, the passenger side was in the same condition. This is a
safety concern, if you are driving the visors obstruct visibility. How am I supposed to drive with
two visors blocking my vision? I can't get them to stay up. Both sun visors on our Honda Civic
would not work and then eventually the glue melted and they cracked and fell off. We have no
way of securing our visors and have recently heard of a recall. I can't find my VIN number within
the limitations of the recall but I don't feel like I should have to pay for the repair. Car Problems.
Wiper problem 1. Wiper problem 2. Wiper problem 3. Wiper problem 4. Wiper problem 5. Wiper
problem 6. Wiper problem 7. Wiper problem 8. Wiper problem 9. Wiper problem Other Visibility
related problems of the Honda Civic. Visibility problems Visibility problems. Windshield
problems. Blower problems. Interior Rearview Mirror problems. However, should you prefer to
do it yourself, you can find new windshield wiper blades at any store that has automotive
equipment. In that case, you might have some problems figuring out which blades are the right
size for your Civic Sedan. Take a look at the chart below to figure out which sized wipers is right
for your vehicle. Select models have multiple sizes that are compatible. Want to learn more
about the Honda Civic or the rest of the Honda lineup? Be sure to check out our model reviews
and the rest of our blog for more details
kia cerato manual
2005 saturn ion review
pip sensor mustang
. Have any questions about the windshield wipers for your Honda Civic model? Just give us a
call or reach out to us online for more details. You can follow any responses to this entry
through the RSS 2. You can leave a response , or trackback from your own site. Continental
Motors Group is committed to ensuring that individuals with disabilities enjoy full access to our
website. In recognition of this commitment, we are in the process of making modifications to
improve the accessibility and usability of this website, using the applicable portions of the Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines WCAG as our standard. Go to Service. Sales: Service: Parts:
Which wiper blades are the right size for the Honda Civic? Facebook Twitter Pinterest. More
from Continental Honda. Introducing the Honda Civic. Where can I get the Honda Civic near
Chicago? Does the Honda Civic have a CD player? Leave a Reply Click here to cancel reply.
Name required. Your Comment. Search for:. Responsive Dealer Website by.

